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The Guanine Nucleotide Exchange Factor
Trio Mediates Axonal Development
in the Drosophila Embryo
nerve cord (VNC) in two large bundles, the segmental
nerve (SN) and the intersegmental nerve (ISN), and ex-
tend into the periphery. As they approach their respec-
tive target muscles, subsets of axons leave the common
motor pathways and enter their target muscle fields. For
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example, the RP neurons of the ISNb branch defascicu-²Department of Biological Chemistry
late from the ISN at a specific choice point below theUniversity of California, Los Angeles,
ventral muscle field, then extend into their target domainSchool of Medicine
to make specific synaptic contacts. Experiments usingLos Angeles, California 90095
cytochalasin D to directly interfere with actin polymer-
ization have shown that ISNb pathfinding is sensitive to
disruption of actin dynamics; at low doses of cytocha-Summary
lasin, many ISNb axons fail to enter the ventral domain
and instead ªbypassº and extend past their targets.Recent analysis of Rho subfamily GTPases in Dro-
However, at higher doses of cytochalasin, ISNb axonssophila revealed roles for Rac and Cdc42 during axo-
begin to lose their forward progress and ªstop shortº ofnogenesis. Here, we describe the identification and
their targets (Kaufmann et al., 1998). These observationscharacterization of the Drosophila counterpart of Trio,
extend previous cytochalasin experiments in other sys-a guanine nucleotide exchange factor (GEF) that asso-
tems (Letourneau and Marsh, 1984; Bentley and Toro-ciates with the receptor phosphatase LAR and regu-
ian-Raymond, 1986; Chien et al., 1993), providing evi-lates GTPase activation in vertebrate cells. Mutants
dence that different levels of actin dynamics governdeficient in trio activity display defects in both central
motility and guidance choices in the developing nervousand peripheral axon pathways reminiscent of pheno-
system.types observed in embryos deficient in small GTPase
Genetic analyses of motor pathway development havefunction. Double mutant analysis shows that trio inter-
identified numerous loci required for ISNb guidanceacts with Rac in a dose-sensitive manner but not with
(e.g., Van Vactor et al., 1993; Desai et al., 1996; Fam-Rho. Moreover, reduction of trio activity potentiates
brough and Goodman, 1996; Krueger et al., 1996; Kauf-the phenotype of mutations in the LAR homolog Dlar,
mann et al., 1998; Winberg et al., 1998; Yu et al., 1998;suggesting that these proteins collaborate in orches-
Wills et al., 1999a, 1999b). Cloning and molecular char-trating the cytoskeletal events that underlie normal
acterization have shown that many of these genes en-axonogenesis.
code neuronal cell surface proteins, which are predicted
to function as receptors or as cofactors involved in inter-
Introduction preting specific guidance cues. One such group of mole-
cules is the family of receptor-like protein tyrosine phos-
The development of metazoan organisms is dependent phatases (RPTPs), including the genes Dlar, DPTP69D,
upon the coordination of morphogenic events through and DPTP99A. Loss-of-function mutations in any one
cell±cell interaction and the control of cell shape. The of these genes cause relatively mild defects; with
formation of accurate axonal connections within the de- DPTP69D and Dlar, a partially penetrant ISNb bypass
veloping nervous system is an excellent example. During is observed, while mutations in DPTP99A cause no dis-
development, axons must extend along complex trajec- cernible phenotype (Desai et al., 1996; Krueger et al.,
tories across long distances and encounter many cell 1996). However, a combined mutant background of all
surfaces before they reach their correct destinations three RPTPs causes many ISNb axons to stop short at
(reviewed by Tessier-Lavigne and Goodman, 1996; Van the entry to the ventral domain in much the same way
Vactor, 1999). It is well established that axonogenesis as increasing doses of cytochalasin D (Desai et al., 1997;
requires the translation of extracellular guidance infor- Kaufmann et al., 1998). Such mutant analysis implies a
mation into directed cell motility through the remodel- role for RPTPs in translating extracellular guidance cues
ing of a complex, actin-based cytoskeletal machinery into directed motility in the growth cone.
at the leading edge membrane (reviewed by Suter and Recent studies have begun to identify intracellular
Forscher, 1998). However, the molecular signaling path- molecules as strong candidates for communicating
ways that integrate axon guidance information and or- guidance information from the cell surface to the actin
chestrate cytoskeletal dynamics within the growth cone cytoskeleton. For example, our analysis shows that the
are largely unknown. RPTP Dlar functions in an antagonistic partnership with
The embryonic nervous system of Drosophila melano- the Abelson protein tyrosine kinase (Abl) (reviewed by
gaster provides a useful model for understanding axon Gallo and Letourneau, 1999; Lanier and Gertler, 2000).
pathfinding in vivo (reviewed by Tear, 1999). During the This phosphorylation-dependent mechanism also ap-
later stages of embryonic development, motor axons pears to involve an Abl substrate protein, Enabled, and
from each hemisegment leave the Drosophila ventral an actin-binding protein, Profilin (Wills et al., 1999a,
1999b), which associate with each other and influence
actin assembly in different systems (Gertler et al., 1990,³ To whom correspondence should be addressed (e-mail: Davie@
hms.harvard.edu). 1995, 1996; Pistor et al., 1995; Reinhard et al., 1995;
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Lanier et al., 1999). Although loss of Enabled function Culotti, 1991; McIntire et al., 1992). Our analysis demon-
generates an ISNb bypass phenotype similar to loss of strates that Drosophila trio mediates the development
Dlar alone (Wills et al., 1999a), loss of Abl or Profilin of multiple embryonic axon pathways. Together with
activity results in ISNb growth cone arrest, suggesting data from a companion paper (Liebl et al., 2000 [this
a broad role for these two components in supporting issue of Neuron]), genetic analysis in Drosophila reveals
growth cone motility (Wills et al., 1999b). While a biochemi- potent genetic interactions between trio and a number
cal circuit involving Dlar, Abl, and Ena appears to play a of signaling components thought to control actin dy-
prominent role in ISNb guidance, it is likely that a complex namics, including Rac, Dlar, and components in the Abl
pathway of other gene products is also involved. tyrosine kinase pathway.
Rho family small GTPases, including Rho, Rac, and
Cdc42, are also strong candidates for transducing axon
guidance information to the actin cytoskeleton (re- Results
viewed by Hall, 1990; Chant and Stowers, 1995). In non-
neuronal cells, these molecular switches control distinct The Isolation of Drosophila trio
types of actin-based cell motility in response to extracel- Our strategy to isolate Drosophila cDNAs with sequence
lular cues (Ridley and Hall, 1992; Ridley et al., 1992; similarity to human Trio (hTrio) began with the design
Nobes and Hall, 1995). In neurons, Rac has recently been of degenerate oligonucleotide primers based on con-
shown to mediate the growth cone collapsing activity of served sequences between hTrio, a putative C. elegans
Collapsin-1 (Jin and Strittmatter, 1997), a member of the trio homolog (that has since been shown to be UNC-73),
semaphorin family of guidance factors known to act on and other diffuse b cell lymphoma (Dbl) family exchange
the actin cytoskeleton (Fan and Raper, 1995). Although factors. Three primers were used in two overlapping
cell surface receptors for semaphorins have been de- polymerase chain reactions (PCRs), with 0±24 hr embry-
fined (reviewed by Van Vactor and Lorenz, 1999), the onic cDNA as template, under a variety of reaction con-
mechanism of Rac activation in this system is unknown. ditions (see Experimental Procedures). Reaction prod-
However, work in nonneuronal systems indicates that ucts were hybridized on Southern blots at low stringency
small GTPase activation is initiated by the Dbl homology with radiolabeled hTrio probes, and positive fragments
(DH) family of guanine nucleotide exchange factors were subcloned and sequenced. The initial clones
(GEFs), which allow Rho family GTPases to release GDP showed high levels of sequence conservation with hTrio
and acquire the GTP necessary for the active state. It and lower levels with UNC-73, and were therefore used
is thought that association of GEF proteins with com- as probes to isolate full-length clones from independent
plexes that bind the cytoplasmic domains of cell surface Drosophila cDNA libraries. Additionally, BLAST searches
receptors provides the necessary link between extracel- of the Berkeley Drosophila Genome Project (BDGP) pro-
lular cues and GTPase activation (reviewed by Ma- vided several cDNAs from which matching expressed
chesky and Hall, 1996; Fischer et al., 1998). sequence tags (ESTs) had been generated. Completed
Although several Rac-like genes exist in Drosophila analysis from three overlapping clones provided roughly
(reviewed by Lu and Settleman, 1999), loss-of-function 8 kb of contiguous cDNA sequence containing a single
mutations affecting their activity are currently unknown. open reading frame (ORF) of 6792 nucleotides that pre-
Thus, genetic analyses of Drosophila Rac function have dicts a peptide of 2264 amino acids. The predicted initia-
been carried out using a dominant loss-of-function tor methionine for this ORF is preceded by multiple stop
Drac1N17 transgene, which is capable of binding up- codons in the same reading frame. Furthermore, North-
stream activators but is unable to enter the active, GTP- ern blot analysis at high stringency with full-length cDNA
bound state, effectively titrating GEF activity away from probes identified a single embryonic transcript of z8
endogenous wild-type Rac (Feig and Cooper, 1988; Luo
kb (Figure 1B), suggesting that we isolated the entire
et al., 1994; Kaufmann et al., 1998). Neural-specific ex-
coding sequence.
pression of this transgene causes an ISNb bypass phe-
To determine whether we had idenified the Drosophilanotype similar to that of Dlar mutants, implying a role for
counterpart of Trio, we compared the predicted peptideRac in ISNb guidance (Kaufmann et al., 1998). However,
sequence of this ORF to the sequence of hTrio, its closebecause of the general nature of Rac inactivation in
relative, Kalirin (Alam et al., 1997), and UNC-73, as wellthese experiments, it is unlikely that this phenotype re-
as other less related proteins. Analysis of the Drosophilaflects the loss of any particular GEF or rac-like gene in a
sequence using BLAST and PFAM algorithms predictsspecific signaling pathway. Rather, Drac1N17 expression
the presence of seven N-terminal spectrin-like domainslikely mimics a partial loss of Rac activation in multiple
(residues 313±1227) followed by a DH domain (DH1,neuronal guidance events. Thus, in order to understand
residues 1287±1486), a pleckstrin homology domainRac signaling in the context of specific biochemical
(PH1, residues 1493±1581), a Src-homology 3 domainpathways, it is necessary to identify and characterize
(SH3, residues 1645±1708), a second DH domain (DH2,distinct activators of Rac GTPases.
residues 1945±2122), and a second PH domain (PH2,Here, we describe a Drosophila homolog of Trio, a
residues 2136±2245) (Figure 1). Both DH domains con-multidomain protein containing two DH domains whose
tain all of the highly conserved residues in the GTPase-vertebrate counterpart specifically activates Rac and
binding surface shown to be functionally important byRho (Debant et al., 1996). A close relative of Trio has
site-directed mutagenesis (Liu et al., 1998) and are thusalso been identified in C. elegans (unc-73; Steven et al.,
likely to be enzymatically functional (Figure 1B).1998), in which mutant analysis reveals a variety of axon
guidance and cell migration phenotypes (Siddiqui and The relative amino acid identity for each domain and
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Figure 1. Drosophila trio Is a Member of the Trio Family of GEFs
(A) Domain structure of Trio family members from human (hTrio), Drosophila (dTrio), and C. elegans (UNC-73). All Trio family members share
a series of N-terminal spectrin-like repeats followed by tandem DH and PH domains, an SH3 domain, and a second DH/PH pair. Although
trio coding sequence ends after PH2, hTrio further encodes an Ig domain and a serine/threonine kinase, while UNC-73 enodes an Ig domain
and an fibronectin III motif. Half arrows above hTrio indicate the relative positions of degenerate primers used to isolate partial trio sequences.
Percent identity between DH and SH3 domains of different family members are indicated.
(B) Multiple sequence alignment of Trio DH domains. Sequences of the first and second DH domains from human, Drosophila, and C. elegans
are aligned with the canonical DH domain from the human Dbl oncogene. Identical residues are boxed in shadow. Black dots indicate highly
conserved residues shown to be critical for exchange activity by site-directed mutagenesis (Liu et al., 1998).
(C) Multiple sequence alignment of Trio SH3 domains and an SH3 consensus sequence. Included is the SH3 domain from dreadlocks (dock),
an SH2/SH3 adapter protein that shows highest similarity to the SH3 domain of trio.
(D) Northern blot analysis of trio. Equal amounts of total RNA from 0±12 hr or 12±24 hr embryos were resolved on formaldeyde agarose gels
and subjected to Northern blotting. A single transcript of 8±8.5 kb is observed in greater abundance in earlier embryos, consistent with a
substantial maternal load. Probes from different regions of the trio cDNA yielded identical results.
the organization of these domains reveal that the Dro- samples (Figure 1D), with the amount of message high-
est early in development. To examine the distribution ofsophila sequence is not only conserved in overall struc-
ture with members of the Trio GEF family, but is in fact trio mRNA in embryonic tissues, we performed whole-
mount in situ hybridizations with digoxygenin-labeledmost closely related to hTrio (Figure 1). We therefore
refer to this gene as Drosophila trio. Despite the close antisense RNA probes (as described in Van Vactor and
Kopczynski, 1999). Probes from both the 59 untranslatedrelationship between these family members in fly, hu-
man, and worm, all proteins of this family are divergent in region and the DH1 domain yielded identical patterns
of expression.their extreme C-terminal domains. Although Drosophila
Trio contains only 15 residues C-teminal to the PH2 Consistent with the Northern analysis, trio is abundant
and ubiquitous early in embryogenesis (stages 4±6; Fig-domain, hTrio contains a serine/threonine kinase domain
in this position (Debant et al., 1996), whereas UNC-73 ure 2A); this indicates a substantial maternal contribu-
tion. At stages 11±12, trio message is broadly distrib-lacks the kinase and instead contains a fibronectin-like
domain (Steven et al., 1998). The functional significance uted, with highest levels in invaginating gut (anterior and
posterior) and in a repeating pattern within the devel-of this diversity is currently unknown.
oping central nervous system (CNS) (Figure 2B). At
stages 13±15, CNS expression is maintained at hightrio Is Expressed during Embryonic Development
levels, while a new pattern of epidermal expression atSince our interest in trio function was focused initially
segment boundaries emerges (Figures 2C, 2E, and 2F).on the embryonic nervous system, it was important to
This peripheral staining corresponds to the epidermalexplore the expression of the gene during embryogene-
muscle attachment (EMA) cells, a specialization of thesis. Northern analysis showed that the trio mRNA is
present in both 0±12 hr and 12±24 hr embryonic RNA body wall epidermis involved in patterning and maintaining
Neuron
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Figure 2. Expression of trio during Embryonic Development
Embryos were prepared for in situ hybridization as described (Van Vactor and Kopczynski, 1999) using digoxyenin-labeled RNA probes from
either DH1 or the 59 UTR. Controls performed in parallel using a heterologous probe showed no overlap in staining pattern (data not shown).
In all panels, anterior is to the left, and dorsal is toward the top of the page.
(A) An early (stage 5) embryo showing significant staining, indicative of a substantial maternal contribution. Preblastoderm embryos show
similar or stronger staining.
(B) In more mature embryos (stage 11), a background of general staining is still present; however, a significantly stronger signal is observed
in the developing CNS (arrow) and gut.
(C, E, and F) At stage 13, expression in the CNS (arrow) and gut continues, while a new pattern of expression is observed at segment borders
of the epidermis (EMA cells, arrowheads in [C] and [E]). (E) and (F) show increasing magnifications of a filleted stage 13 embryo showing
strong CNS and EMA cell staining. The dotted line indicates the ventral midline of the embryo.
(D and G) At stage 16, EMA cell and gut expression are reduced to background, while slightly higher expression is maintained in the CNS
(arrow). (G) shows a filleted stage 16 embryo, as described above.
Scale bar, approximately 100 mm (A±D); 40 mm (E); and 30 mm (F and G).
the integrity of muscle attachment sites (Bate, 1993). EMA throughout stage 16 (Figures 2D and 2G). The abundant
and sustained expression of trio RNA in the developingcell expression is transient and is undetectable by stage
16, while CNS expression is maintained at a reduced level CNS is consistent with a role in axonogenesis.
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Genetic Screens Identify Mutations
in the trio Gene
To initiate a genetic analysis, we mapped the trio tran-
scription unit to the 61E region of chromosome 3 by
hybridization to an existing array of Drosophila genomic
P1 clones (see Experimental Procedures). This location
was confirmed by sequence comparison with several
mapped sequence tagged sites from the BDGP that
overlap with the trio cDNA. Several Drosophila strains
carrying P element insertions in the 61D-F region had
been previously isolated (Deak et al., 1997). Using in-
verse PCR on genomic templates from these strains,
we isolated DNA fragments that flank each P element
insertion site. Hybridization of inverse PCR products
and fragments from the trio cDNA to Southern blots
of genomic P1 clones digested with several restriction
enzymes identified two independent P element inser-
tions in close proximity to the 59 end of trio. We further
mapped each insertion relative to the putative transcrip-
tional start site using PCR and sequence analysis (see
Experimental Procedures). The insertions P[1372/3] and
P[1386/6] lie within 5 bp of one another in the predicted
first exon of the trio transcript (Figure 3B), corresponding
to the 59 untranslated region. The position of the P ele-
ments raised the possibility that these insertions inter-
Figure 3. P Element Insertions that Disrupt triofere with trio expression.
(A) The position of the trio transcript (shaded arrow) is given relativeConsistent with the disruption of a common gene,
to the polytene chromosome in region 61E. Of several overlappingboth P element insertions are semilethal and generate
P1 genomic clones that span the region (closed arrows), two have
adult ªescapersº with an identical wing posture pheno- been used to generate STSs (open flags) that correspond to Trio
type. In genetic crosses in which we followed the wing coding sequence. The relative position of P element insertions
phenotype, both insertion alleles fail to complement P[1372/3] and P[1386/6] (triangles) is given based on hybridization
to digested P1 DNA.each other and the deficiency Df(3L)Ar12-1, which spans
(B) P element insertion sites were further mapped to the putative61E. Moreover, excision of the P[1372/3] insertion (see
first exon of the trio transcript by PCR and sequence analysis. TheExperimental Procedures) generated revertants whose
predicted transcriptional start site is shown with an arrow, and the
viability and wing posture were restored to normal, dem- first splice junction is indicated.
onstrating that the phenotypes were insertion depen- (C) The P element P[1372/3] disrupts the trio locus. Equivalent
dent. To determine whether the adult phenotypes were amounts of RNA from heterozygous (left lane) or homozygous (right
lane) adults bearing the P element insertion were probed with adue to loss of trio function, we first examined trio expres-
radiolabeled, full-length Trio cDNA. While the 8 kb transcript is ob-sion on Northern blots of adult mRNA. While trio mes-
served in heterozygotes, no transcript is detected in homozygoussage was detected easily in heterozygous (P[1372/3]/1)
flies. Densitometric scans of three independent blots showed back-
adults, no signal was detected in homozygous escapers ground levels of 8.5%, 9.8%, and 16.5% of wild-type signal, which
(P[1372/3]/P[1372/3]) (Figure 3C). Densitometric scans sets an upper limit for mutant mRNA levels by this analysis.
of multiple blots showed that trio mRNA levels are re-
duced at least 10-fold in the mutant relative to wild-type.
Furthermore, in situ hybridization of mutant embryos In a parallel set of experiments, we undertook a satu-
derived from homozygous mutant mothers (P[1372/3]/ ration mutagenesis of the region 61D3-61F8, covered by
P[1372/3]) showed a strong reduction in staining both for Df(3L)babPG, using the mutagen ethyl methanesulfonate
maternal contribution and neural expression, consistent (EMS), which generates primarily point mutations. From
with a .10-fold reduction in message. a screen of 7410 lines, 97 independent lethal mutations
To obtain more conclusive evidence that the mutant were recovered (see Experimental Procedures); 27 of
defects resulted from loss of trio activity, we con- these alleles fail to complement the smaller deficiency,
structed a transgenic strain in which a full-length wild- Df(3L)Ar12-1, and were thus candidate trio alleles. Com-
type trio cDNA could be expressed under the control plementation crosses of each lethal EMS mutation to
of the GAL4 upstream activating sequence (UAS), as trio1386/6 revealed 10 novel alleles that failed to comple-
described by Brand and Perrimon (1993). Expression ment trio for either viability or wing posture and are
of this transgene with the epidermal GAL4 driver T155 thus considered mutations in the trio complementation
substantially rescued the wing posture phenotype of group.
mutant adults. For example, T155-GAL4,P[1386/6]/ To gain further evidence that the EMS mutations dis-
Df(3L)Ar12-1 adults show 91% wing phenotype (n 5 98); rupt trio function, we attempted to rescue the lethality
however, UAS-trio/1;T155-GAL4,P[1386/6]/Df(3L)Ar12-1 of strong mutant alleles by simultaneously expressing
adults show only 17% wing phenotype (n 5 92). Thus, a UAS-trio transgene in postmitotic neurons using the
we have identified the trio complementation group and GAL4 driver elaV-GAL4. For example, while trio6A/
Df(3L)Ar12-1 embryos very rarely survive to pupal stageswill refer to the P element lines as trio1372/3 and trio1386/6.
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Table 1. Quantitation of Axonal Defects in trio Mutant Embryos
Axon Pathway Phenotype
Genotype ISNb Stop Shorta SNa Stop Shortb CNS Fascicle Break
w1118 2.0% (n 5 118) 0.0% (n 5 322) 1.2% (n 5 320) wild-type
trioBX4/trio1386/6 2.8% (n 5 71) 0.0% (n 5 102) 1.2% (n 5 160) control
trio6A/trio15B 10.6% (n 5 123) 6.2% (n 5 96) 30.5% (n 5 210) LOF
trio6A/Df(3L) Ar12-1 16.8% (n 5 178) 1.9% (n 5 210) 20.8% (n 5 322) LOF
trio2H/Df(3L) Ar12-1 18.5% (n 5 157) 6.3% (n 5 189) 31.3% (n 5 392) LOF
trio1372/3/trio1372/3 23.0% (n 5 135) 7.3% (n 5 150) 20.6% (n 5 266) LOF
trio1372/3/trio1386/6 23.1% (n 5 95) 3.2% (n 5 186) 15.4% (n 5 240) LOF
trio1372/3/trioBX1B 22.1% (n 5 181) 5.9% (n 5 135) 14.6% (n 5 308) LOF
P[UAS-trio]6B;trio1372/3/trioBX1B, P[elaV-GAL4] 6.2% (n 5 64) 0.0% (n 5 52) 2.0% (n 5 98) LOF 1 cDNA
Note: n 5 number of embryonic hemisegments (abdominal A2-A7); Alleles: 1372/3 and 1386/6 are P element insertions in the gene; BX1B is
an imprecise excision; 2H, 6A and 15B are lethal point mutant alleles; Df(3L)Ar12-1 completely removes the gene; and BX4 is a precise excision
that restores the trio locus to normal.
a ISNb branches were scored as abnormal when the distal muscle 12 was not innervated (mutant ISNbs often stopped even earlier);
b SNa branches were scored as abnormal if either the dorsal or lateral trajectory terminated prior to target contact. Abbreviation: LOF, loss-
of-function.
(1.5%, n 5 173 of expected nontubby pupae from the diminutive but were not included in our quantitative anal-
ysis (see Experimental Procedures). Occasionally, ISNbcross trio6A/TM6B,Tb 3 Df(3L)Ar12-1/TM6B,Tb), neural
expression of trio fully rescues the early larval lethality axons were seen stalled at the entry to the ventral do-
main, as has been observed with strong doses of cyto-of this mutant combination (100%, n 5 147 of expected).
These pupae develop to late stages but fail to eclose chalasin D (see Introduction), consistent with a loss of
growth cone motility. However, it is unlikely that all ob-as viable adults, suggesting some trio function outside
of the nervous system. However, since neural expres- served defects reflect a general growth cone arrest, as
some ISNb projections were observed extending be-sion extends the lethal phase of strong allelic combina-
tions, the early lethality of trio mutants is due to a loss yond their normal innervation site on muscle 12, making
inappropriate contacts on nontarget muscles (data notof activity in the nervous system.
shown). Similarly, ISNb axons were sometimes ob-
served extending anteriorly or posteriorly between mus-Analysis of trio Mutants Reveals Defects
in Multiple Axon Pathways cles 14 and 28 rather than entering the ventral domain.
Thus, while some mutant ISNb growth cones may loseHaving defined a collection of independent alleles, we
were in a position to examine the trio loss-of-function their ability to maintain forward progress, others seem
to be defective in responding normally to guidance infor-phenotype during embryonic nervous system develop-
ment. To assess the development of different axon path- mation.
To ensure that the observed defects in ISNb guidanceways, embryos from different allelic combinations were
collected and stained with the anti-Fasciclin II (Fas II) resulted from the loss of trio, we examined embryos
carrying trioBX4, a precise excision of the P[1372/3] inser-antibody mAb 1D4, an excellent marker for motor axon
pathways (Van Vactor et al., 1993), and specific fascicles tion that restores the locus. These embryos displayed
wild-type levels of ISNb stop short (2.8%, n 5 71 forof longitudinal axons (Lin et al., 1994).
Analysis of motor axon pathfinding revealed defects trioBX4/trio1386/6), demonstrating that the phenotype was
insertion dependent.in the ability of nerve branches to reach their target
muscles in trio mutants. The two branches most sensi- The defects observed in SNa development were simi-
lar to those of the ISNb phenotype. In trio mutants, SNative to perturbation of small GTPase function, ISNb and
SNa (Kaufmann et al., 1998), were also most sensitive sometimes fails to extend either its lateral branch, to
contact muscles 5 and 8, or its vertical branch, to con-to the loss of trio activity. These phenotypes were ob-
served in all allelic combinations tested, with some vari- tact longitudinal muscles 21±24 (Figure 4). Occasionally,
SNa fails to reach its target domain altogether, insteadation in penetrance depending on genetic background
(Table 1). Occasionally, we observed defects in target stalling beneath the ventral target domain of ISNb. Al-
though not highly penetrant, these SNa defects weremuscle attachment to the underlying epidermis, which
likely reflects a role for trio in EMS cells. To avoid scoring seen in all allelic combinations examined but not in wild-
type or precise excision controls (Table 1).guidance errors that could be caused by the target rather
than the growth cone, we excluded all segments with Consistent with defects observed in motoneurons,
analysis of axon trajectories in the CNS revealed anabnormal muscle patterning from our analysis.
Most predominantly, we observed a failure of ISNb inability of axons to pathfind correctly. During early de-
velopment of the CNS, longitudinal axons are required togrowth cones to reach their distalmost target, muscle
12 (Figure 4; Table 1). For example, in trio1372/3/trio1372/3 cross segment boundaries and extend into neighboring
segments, such that by the late stages of embryonicembryos, 23% (n 5 135) of stage 17 A2±A7 hemiseg-
ments show an ISNb ªstop shortº phenotype, while wild- development (stage 17), distinct 1D4-positive fascicles
form continuous pathways along the length of the CNStype embryos seldom display this defect (2%, n 5 118).
Many projections that successfully contacted muscle (Figure 5A). In mutant embryos lacking trio function, we
observed defects in the formation of these pathways.12 in trio mutants were themselves abnormally thin and
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Figure 4. trio Is Required for Motor Axon Pathfinding
(A) The wild-type pattern of ISNb innervation is shown in two hemisegments of a stage 17 filleted embryo stained with mAb 1D4. Closed
arrows indicate stereotyped innervations of the ventral muscles, with the distalmost innervation of target muscle 12 being highest on the
page.
(B) In trio mutants, ISNb axons frequently fail to reach their targets. Three hemisegments of a late stage 16 fillet are shown (genotype, trio1372/3/
trio1386/6), when all ventral muscles should be contacted. Open arrows indicate arrested ISNb projections. The segment to the left represents
an early stop short phenotype at the choice point, while the two segments to the right show projections that have entered the ventral domain
but fail to extend to muscle 12. Additionally, the SNa projection of the leftmost segment has arrested at a lower plane of focus (see [C]), while
an ectopic collateral projection from the ISN invades the SNa target region (asterisk).
(C) Mutations in trio affect SNa projections. The wild-type pattern of SNa innervation is shown in the left segment of this stage 17 fillet
(genotype, trio1372/3/Df(3L)Ar12-1) at a slightly deeper plane of focus than in (A) and (B). In the segment to the right, the branch projecting back
to target muscle 8 is not visible (asterisk). Aberrant ISNb projections are also visible in this plane of focus (open arrows), although their target
muscles are not.
The most dramatic and persistent disruption was seen Drosophila, we used the compound eye as an estab-
lished system to test for genetic interactions in GTPasein the lateralmost Fas II±positive longitudinal pathway,
signaling pathways (Barrett et al., 1997; Nolan et al.,where we often observed breaks and/or inappropriate
1998). Rac overexpression under the control of the eye-direction of these interneuronal axons (Figure 5). In
specific promoter GMR creates a mispatterened ªroughºtrio1372/3/trio1372/3 embryos, 20.6% of stage 17 A2±A8 hemi-
eye in which individual ommatidia are misshapen (Figuresegments (n 5 266) failed to connect to the neighboring
6B). However, removal of a single copy of trio causedsegment, compared with only 1.2% (n 5 320) in wild-
a dramatic suppression of this Rac gain-of-function phe-type embryos. Similar defects were seen in multiple al-
notype (Figures 6C and 6D). This was true for additionallelic combinations (Table 1). Similar embryonic pheno-
trio alleles (data not shown). In contrast, overexpressiontypes are described in a companion paper (Awasaki et
of Rho also generates a rough eye (Figure 6E), but thisal., 2000 [this issue of Neuron]), providing independent
phenotype was not significantly altered by reductionconfirmation of our results.
in trio activity (Figure 6F). This suggested that in the
Drosophila retina, trio functions to activate one or moretrio Is Required in Postmitotic Neurons
of the Drosophila Rac-like genes but not Rho.for Axon Pathway Formation
In the embryo, previous studies showed that the sameWe have shown that mutations in trio cause specific
nerve branches affected by trio mutations were alsodefects in the formation of multiple embryonic axon
most sensitive to Rac perturbation (Kaufmann et al.,pathways, implying a role for trio activity in developing
1998). Although occasional ISNb stop short phenotypesaxons. However, because trio expression is not re-
are observed, the predominant ISNb and SNa bypassstricted to neurons, it is possible that its activity is re-
phenotypes induced by Drac1N17 overexpression are dis-quired elsewhere and that the axonal phenotypes ob-
tinct from phenotypes caused by loss of trio function.
served represent functions outside the nervous system.
This difference likely reflects Drac1N17 interference with
To exclude this possibility, we analyzed axon pathway
multiple neural activators of Rac GTPases. However, we
formation in mutant embryos while simultaneously ex-
reasoned that if trio is involved in Rac activation in the
pressing a wild-type trio construct in postmitotic neu-
embryonic motor nervous system, the penetrance of the
rons using the GAL4 driver elaV-GAL4. These embryos
Drac1N17 phenotype should be sensitive to changes in
show a marked reduction in pathfinding errors in both the genetic dose of trio. Consistent with this hypothesis,
the CNS and the motor nervous system (Table 1), indicat- removal of a single copy of trio in embryos expressing
ing that the axonal defects in trio mutants result from a Drac1N17 caused a distinct increase in the penetrance
lack of trio function in neurons. of ISNb bypass (Table 2). This was true for all alleles of
trio tested. Moreover, coexpression of Drac1N17 and a
trio Displays Dose-Sensitive Interactions with Rac wild-type trio transgene resulted in a dramatic suppres-
Cell transfection and in vitro nucleotide exchange sion of the ISNb bypass phenotype, consistent with the
assays with each DH domain of hTrio suggested that model that trio is an activator of Rac GTPases in the
GEF1 preferentially activates Rac, whereas GEF2 acti- embryonic motor nervous system. Because expression
vates Rho (Debant et al., 1996; Bellanger et al., 1998a). of the analogous DRho1N19 does not cause specific neu-
ral guidance errors, we were unable to address whetherTo explore the relationship between trio
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specific to interference with Rac-like GTPase function.
Thus, in the CNS, mutant phenotypes of Drac1N17 and
trio are consistent with disruption of a common pathway.
Genetic Interactions Suggest that trio Collaborates
with Dlar
The ISNb and longitudinal pathway defects observed in
trio mutants are similar to those of phenotypes observed
in embryos mutant for the Abl tyrosine kinase. In addi-
tion, results from a companion paper imply that Abl and
trio function together to control axon guidance at the
midline (Liebl et al., 2000). Previous analysis has shown
that a partial reduction in Abl function suppresses the
bypass phenotype caused by mutations in the RPTP
Dlar, implying an antagonistic relationship between ki-
nase and phosphatase. To address trio function at this
ISNb choice point, we examined ISNb pathfinding for
dosage-sensitive interactions between Dlar and trio.
In strong zygotic Dlar mutants (Dlar13.2/Dlar13.2), we ob-
served ISNb bypass at a moderate frequency (18.4%,
n 5 223 A2±A7 hemisegments). However, partial reduc-
tion of trio activity in this Dlar background (Dlar5.5/
Dlar5.5;trio1372/3/1) enhanced the ISNb bypass z2-fold
(37%, n 5 211). The same effect was observed in multi-
ple double mutant allelic combinations (Table 2). Al-
though this potentiation disagrees with a simple model
in which trio and Abl function together to oppose phos-
phatase signaling, it is consistent with the previous ob-
servation that neural expression of Drac1N17 enhances
the frequency of bypass in Dlar mutants (Kaufmann et
Figure 5. trio Mutants Display CNS Defects Similar to those of Rac al., 1998). Thus, although trio may collaborate with Abl
Dominant-Negative at the CNS midline, it rather appears to cooperate with
All panels show stage 17 fillets stained with mAb 1D4, with the Dlar and Drac1 during ISNb ventral target entry. The
anterior±posterior axis running from left to right. absence of bypass phenotypes in trio single mutants is
(A) A wild-type embryo showing distinct unbroken longitudinal fas-
likely to reflect the existence of additional inputs to Raccicles.
family GTPases that would be susceptible to the(B and C) In trio mutants, longitudinal axons of the lateralmost fasci-
cle frequently fail to cross segment boundaries (open arrows) and Drac1N17 dominant-negative effect.
are often observed turning toward the periphery or collapsing on
more medial pathways before arresting. Additionally, misrouted ID4- Discussion
positive axons are often observed outside the longitudinal pathways
(asterisks). The genotypes of the embryos shown are trio1372/3/trio1386/6
The diversity of morphogenetic events involved inin (B) and trio1372/3/Df(3L)Ar12-1 in (C).
Drosophila development, combined with a powerful(D) An identical phenotype is observed in embryos expressing the
dominant-negative Drac1N17 with the postmitotic neural driver C155- set of genetic tools, makes this a convenient organism
GAL4, including failed connections of the lateralmost pathway for analysis of the signaling machinery regulating cyto-
(arrows) and ectopic 1D4 staining (asterisk). skeletal architecture. Although Drosophila Rho family
GTPases have been shown to mediate a broad spectrum
of developmental events, from axonogenesis (Luo et al.,dosage-sensitive interactions exist in Rho family signal-
ing. However, removal of one copy of trio in embryos 1994; Sone et al., 1997; Kaufmann et al., 1998) and cell
migration (Murphy and Montell, 1996) to epithelial mor-expressing Dcdc42N17 did not alter the penetrance of
ISNb stop short in this background (data not shown). phogenesis (Harden et al., 1995), cell polarity (Eaton et
al., 1995, 1996), and myoblast fusion (Luo et al., 1994),Thus, the genetic interactions observed between trio
and Drac1N17 are specific to the Rac family of GTPases. pathways that regulate GTPase activation have been
elucidated for very few of these functions (reviewed byDespite phenotypic differences between Drac1N17 and
trio in the motor nervous system, analysis of the CNS Lu and Settleman, 1999). Here, we describe a Drosophila
homolog of the GEFs Trio and UNC-73. Our analysisin embryos lacking Rac function reveals defects identi-
cal to those observed in trio mutants. Specifically, ex- of embryonic neuroanatomy reveals a requirement for
Drosophila trio during the formation of multiple axonpression of the dominant-negative Drac1N17, under the
control of the neural-specific GAL4 driver C155, caused pathways. Although other activators of Rho family
GTPases have been identified in the Drosophila nervousa failure of the lateralmost Fas II±positive longitudinal
pathway to properly connect at stage 17 (13.7%, n 5 system (e.g., Son of sevenless, Simon et al., 1991; still
life, Sone et al., 1997), trio is the first member of this168) (Figure 5D). In contrast, neural expression of either
Dcdc42N17 or DRho1N19 does not cause defects in longitu- group demonstrated to be required for the initial forma-
tion of axon pathways. The multidomain nature of thisdinal pathfinding, indicating that the CNS phenotype is
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Figure 6. trio Interacts with Rac but Not Rho
in the Drosophila Retina
All panels show scanning electron micro-
graphs of adult Drosophila eyes at 2003 mag-
nification and are representative of at least
ten flies analyzed for each genotype. Scale
bar, z100 mm.
(A) A wild-type compound eye showing orga-
nized rows of distinct ommatidia.
(B) The wild-type pattern is severely dis-
rupted by overexpression of Drac1 under the
control of the retinal-specific promoter GMR.
Many ommatidia are fused or flattened, and
the overall shape of the eye is reduced.
(C and D) The disruption caused by Drac1
overexpression is dramatically suppressed
by removing a single copy of trio. The geno-
types presented are GMR-Drac1/trio2H, an
EMS allele in trio (C), and GMR-Drac1/
Df(3L)Ar12-1, a deficiency for the trio locus
(D). The same effect has been seen with multi-
ple alleles.
(E) Expression of DRho1 under the control
of the GMR promoter also severely disrupts
ommatidial patterning. However, removal of
a single copy of trio in this background does
not appear to affect the disruption (GMR-
DRho1/trio2H, [F]).
protein makes it well suited to the job of linking different the actin-binding protein Profilin (Wills et al., 1999b).
signaling pathways controlling actin cytoarchitecture. However, ISNb axons lacking trio are frequently capable
Accordingly, trio displays genetic interactions with a of extending toward their target, muscle 12, but instead
number of signaling molecules known to collaborate make inappropriate contact with nontarget muscles, in-
during the guidance of embryonic axons. dicating an intact forward motility but abnormal guid-
ance. These observations are similar to those of a com-
panion paper examining trio function in the visualTrio and Embryonic Motor Axon Guidance
system, where loss of trio activity causes some photore-Our genetic analysis demonstrates a requirement for
ceptor axons to arrest before reaching their targets,trio function in the formation of pathways both in the
while others project beyond them (Newsome et al., 2000CNS and in the motor nervous system. Many of the
[the April 28 issue of Cell]). Similarly, the phenotypesphenotypes observed are consistent with a general lack
of motility, similar to those observed in embryos lacking observed in unc-73 mutants of C. elegans reflect defects
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Table 2. Reduction in trio Potentiates the Drac1N17 and Dlar Phenotypes
Axon Pathway Phenotype
Genotype ISNb Bypass
1,P[elaV-GAL4]/1,P[UAS-Drac1N17.1] 56.7% (n 5 184) Drac1 DLOF
trioBx1B,P[elaV-GAL4]/1,P[UAS-Drac1N17.1] 78.0% (n 5 155) Drac1 DLOF 1 reduced Trio
trio6A,P[elaV-GAL4]/1,P[UAS-Drac1N17.1] 87.7% (n 5 154) Drac1 DLOF 1 reduced Trio
P[UAS-trio1];P[elaV-GAL4]/P[UAS-Drac1N17.1] 12.2% (n 5 164) Drac1 DLOF 1 elevated Trio
Dlar13.2/Dlar13.2;1/1 18.4% (n 5 223) Dlar LOF
Dlar13.2/Dlar13.2;trio1372/3/1 37.0% (n 5 211) Dlar LOF 1 reduced Trio
Dlar5.5/Dlar5.5;1/1 19.5% (n 5 159) Dlar LOF
Dlar5.5/Dlar5.5;trio1386/6/1 30.5% (n 5 128) Dlar LOF 1 reduced Trio
Dlar5.5/Dlar13.2;1/1 16.0% (n 5 156) Dlar LOF
Dlar5.5/Dlar13.2;trio1372/3/1 41.0% (n 5 166) Dlar LOF 1 reduced Trio
Note: the Dlar alleles used in this study are products of extensive recombination to remove all modifier loci and are thus less penetrant than
the alleles originally described by Krueger and colleagues (1996). Abbreviations: DLOF, dominant loss-of-function; GOF, gain-of-function;
LOF, loss-of-function.
in both axon extension and specific guidance choices Consistent with a hypothesis in which trio and Dlar
function in a common pathway, yeast interaction trap(McIntire et al., 1992). These observations are consistent
with a model in which Trio functions in one or more assays with the cytoplasmic domain of human LAR iden-
tified hTrio as a strong interactor, providing a possiblesignal transduction pathways responsible for conveying
guidance information to the growth cone. However, pre- biochemical means of regulating Trio function (Debant
et al., 1996). Although hTrio interacts quite well with thevious experiments using cytochalasin D have shown
that distinct levels of actin dynamics are required either cytoplasmic domain of Dlar in the yeast interaction trap
for guidance or motility (Kaufmann et al., 1998), raising assay, Drosophila Trio appears to lack the C-terminal
the question of whether trio mutant phenotypes reflect domain that mediates interactions between hTrio and
an inability to interpret specific guidance cues or a gen- LAR. Consistent with this observation, we see no signifi-
erally defective cytoskeletal machinery. A more detailed cant interactions between Dlar and several fragments
cell biological approach to the study of Trio and other of Drosophila Trio in an interaction trap assay (N. Kauf-
signaling partners will be required to distinguish be- mann, J. B., and D. V. V., unpublished data). However,
tween these different models. our previous results show that both Abl and Ena can
Previous analyses of embryonic axon guidance in Dro- bind directly to the Dlar cytoplasmic domain (Wills et
sophila have shown that multiple signaling pathways al., 1999b). This fact, coupled with the dramatic genetic
converge to ensure the accurate navigation of motor interactions between trio, Abl, and ena (Liebl et al.,
growth cones to appropriate targets (see Introduction). 2000), suggests an alternative possibility, whereby Trio
In the case of ISNb guidance, multiple neuronal RPTPs recruitment to the membrane is mediated by one or
function to bring this small subset of axons to ventral more Abl pathway components.
muscles (Desai et al., 1996, 1997; Krueger et al., 1996).
Our recent work suggests that at least one of these
Trio and GTPase Interactionsreceptors, Dlar, works in partnership with Rac and com-
Previous work has shown that different Rho subfamiliesponents of the Abl tyrosine kinase pathway to control the
of GTPases have distinct roles in the organization ofassembly of the growth cone cytoskeleton (Kaufmann et
cytoskeletal architecture and cell behavior (reviewed byal., 1998; Wills et al., 1999a, 1999b). In the case of Rac,
Hall, 1990). This raises the question of whether Trio coor-potent genetic interactions with Dlar suggested that a
dinates multiple signaling outputs through its two DHGTPase activator also regulates ISNb target entry (Kauf-
domains. In vitro and cellular assays of nucleotide ex-mann et al., 1998). Our present genetic analysis allowed
change activity using the DH domains of hTrio demon-us to address trio function at the choice point by dosage-
strated that GEF1 can selectively activate Rac, whereassensitive interactions. Although the CNS and ISNb phe-
GEF2 shows specificity for Rho (Debant et al., 1996).notypes caused by lack of trio activity are similar to Abl
In contrast, analysis of the invertebrate Trio-like genesand chic mutant embryos, Abl and trio do not appear
shows that while DH1 GEF function and specificity haveto cooperate at the ISNb choice point. Rather, while Abl
been conserved in dTrio and in UNC-73 (Steven et al.,kinase activity opposes the action of Dlar, loss of trio
1999; Newsome et al., 2000), the dTrio DH2 domain isor Rac function potentiates the bypass phenotype of
not highly active (Newsome et al., 2000). Our analysisDlar mutants, implying a common role for the phospha-
of genetic interactions between trio, Drac1, and DRho1tase and the Rac pathway during target entry. A similarly
in the Drosophila retina agrees with these data. Thus,complex relationship is observed between Dlar and
it seems likely that the GEF function of trio is mediatedDPTP99A; double mutant analysis has shown a cooper-
primarily by the Rac-like GTPases.ative association with regard to ISN and ISNb motility,
Although no loss-of-function alleles have yet beenbut opposing function between the phosphatases in
reported, several Rac-like genes have been identifiedISNb target entry (Desai et al., 1997). These data imply
in Drosophila, including Drac1 and Drac2 (Luo et al.,an elaborate interaction of gene functions during axono-
1994). Additionally, a third Rac-like gene has been identi-genesis that is dependent upon particular guidance
choices and cellular contexts. fied in the EST database by the BDGP; this gene shows
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and GMR-Drho1 lines were a generous gift of the laboratory ofclosest sequence similarity to the MIG-2 GTPase of C.
Jeffery Settleman. GAL4 expression was controlled by the neuronal-elegans and has been dubbed mig-two-like (mtl) (New-
specific C155-GAL4 (obtained from C. S. Goodman) and the imaginalsome et al., 2000). In C. elegans, mig-2 mutations display
disc driver T155-GAL4 (obtained from J. B. Duffy). UAS-Drac1N17
overlapping phenotypes and genetic interactions with was obtained from L. Luo. All flies were maintained at 258C.
unc-73 (Zipkin et al., 1997), consistent with a common Immunohistochemistry was carried out as described (Van Vactor
and Kopczynski, 1999). Embryos were staged according to Campos-function. Both Drac1 and mtl are expressed in the em-
Ortega and Hartenstein (1985). ISNb axons were scored as ªstopbryonic nervous system of Drosophila (Newsome et al.,
shortº when the trajectory completely failed to contact muscle 122000) and are thus candidates for mediating axon guid-
in the cleft between muscles 12 and 13. This included axons thatance functions downstream of trio. It is currently unclear
stalled in the ventral domain before reaching muscle 12 and axons
whether these GTPases are functionally equivalent or if that ignored the target, making ectopic innervations on other local
differential interaction with activators such as trio may muscles (e.g., muscle 8). The SNa pathway was scored as described
in the text. CNS fascicle breaks were scored for all segments inproduce distinct cellular responses. A detailed genetic
which a distinct fascicle of 1D4-positive axons failed to cross theanalysis will be required to distinguish between these
segment boundary. As with ISNb, abnormally thin fascicles werepossibilities.
frequently observed but were scored as wild-type in this analysis.
Additional Links in Cytoskeletal Signaling
Isolation of Drosophila trioWhile the functional connection between Trio and Rac-
Single stranded cDNA was synthesized from z100 mg of total RNA
like GTPases provides clear links to cytoskeletal events, from 12±24 hr embryos using AMV reverse transcriptase (Boehringer
recent results suggest that Trio may coordinate the ac- Mannheim). Following RNAse treatment, one-fiftieth of the total
cDNA reaction was used as a template for degenerate PCR usingtivities of multiple signaling partners. In addition to ge-
pfu polymerase (Stratagene), as previously described (Fitzpatricknetic interactions between Drosophila trio, Abl, ena, and
et al., 1995). The degenerate primer sequences used were 59-GARDlar (see above), vertebrate Trio has been shown to bind
CAYGTNGARGGHGAY-39 (corresponding to the protein sequencedirectly to Filamin (Bellanger et al., 1998b), a protein
EHVEGD), a forward primer in PH domain 1, and two return primers,
required for cell motility in a variety of cell types (Cox 59-YTTBGGYTTRTTYTGRCARTA-39 (YCQNKPK) and 59-YTGYTCR
et al., 1992, 1996; Fox et al., 1998). In addition to forming AANAGRAADAT-39 (IFLFEQ) in GEF2. Total PCR reactions were
electrophoresed on agarose gels and blotted to Hybond N1 mem-direct orthogonal cross-links between microfilaments,
branes (Amersham). For low-stringency Southern hybridization,characteristic of lamellipodia (Hartwig et al., 1975), Fi-
membranes were incubated for 12 hr in LS buffer (25% formamide,lamin also plays a role in RalA GTPase-mediated induc-
53 SSC, 53 Denhardt's, 0.1% SDS, and 150 mg/ml salmon spermtion of filopodial structures (Ohta et al., 1999) and inter-
DNA) at 408C, followed by a 24 hr hybridization with radiolabeled
acts with cell surface receptors (e.g., Sharma et al., hTrio cDNA. Following three washes in 33 SSC at room temperature,
1995). Recent data also reveal a role for Drosophila fi- blots were subjected to autoradiography at 2808C with an enhancer
screen.lamin in the construction of actin-based structures dur-
ing oogenesis (Li et al., 1999; Sokol and Cooley, 1999)
and in the formation of embryonic axon pathways (N. Cytological Mapping of trio
A nylon filter containing an array of Drosophila genomic P1 clonesSheard, J. B., T. Hays, and D. V. V., unpublished data).
was obtained from Genome Systems and hybridized with a positiveThus, Filamin may provide another direct link between
fragment obtained from degenerate PCR (corresponding to se-Trio and the cytoskeletal arrays that drive the motile
quences in DH1). Of four positive clones, three had been previously
leading edge. mapped to the 61E region of chromosome III by in situ hybridization
Additional partners for Trio may also come from ge- to polytene chromosomes. Furthermore, two sequence-tagged sites
(STSs) generated from P1 clones DS04970 and DS02448 correspondnetic studies. For example, previous genetic screens
to trio coding sequence in DH1. The cytological location was con-(Van Vactor et al., 1993) revealed another gene with a
firmed by quantitative Southern analysis using the deficiencytrio-like ISNb phenotype called stop short (shot, also
Df(3L)Ar12-1, which spans 61E.known as kakapo; C. Bascom-Slack and D. V. V., unpub-
lished data); recent molecular cloning reveals that this
P Element Mappinggene encodes a protein with an actin-binding domain
Genomic DNA flanking the P element insertions P[1372/3] and
(Gregory and Brown, 1998; Strumpf and Volk, 1998). P[1386/6] was obtained by inverse PCR, as described (Ochman et
Interestingly, kakapo is expressed in the same muscle al., 1988). Insertions were then mapped within 4.5 kb of the 59 UTR
attachment sites in which we see trio expressed of the trio transcript based on hybridization to SalI-digested P1
clones. To more accurately determine the locations of insertion, a(Strumpf and Volk, 1998; see Figure 2), suggesting a
PCR product was generated from each P element line using a for-functional overlap in different cell types. The shared
ward primer extending out from the inverse terminal repeat and afunction of cytoskeletal proteins in many different mor-
return primer in the 59 UTR of the transcript. PCR products were
phogenetic events is a common theme in many organ- then cloned using the TA cloning kit (Invitrogen) and sequenced.
isms. While these important proteins and signaling path-
ways are used again and again, their roles in a particular EMS Mutagenesis
context may be quite specific. Our challenge for the w; h2 males that had been isogenized on the third chromosome
future is to dissect the specific from the general in order were fed 25 mM EMS in 1% sucrose overnight, then mated to a
TM3/TM6B balancer stock. F1 males were then mated toto understand the information content of the many path-
Df(3L)babPG/TM6B, a deficiency with break points 61D3±61F8, andways that regulate cytoskeletal structure and dynamics.
lethality was scored in the F2 generation. Of 7410 independent lines
generated, 97 lethal mutations were isolated.Experimental Procedures
P Element ExcisionDrosophila Stocks and Genetics
The P element insertion P[1372/3] was remobilized over the balancerThe P element insertion lines l(3)S1372/3 and l(3)S1386/6 were obtained
from the Szeged outpost of the Umea Stock Centre. GMR-Drac1 TM3 by introducing transposase on the chromosome CyOHOP2.1.
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Briefly, l(3)S1372/3/TM6B females were mated to T(2,3)ES/CyOHOP2.1; D.A. (1992). Targeted disruption of the ABP-120 gene leads to cells
with altered motility. J. Cell Biol. 116, 943±955.TM3 males to generate 1/CyOHOP2.1;l(3)S1372/3/TM3 progeny. Single
males and females of this genotype were then crossed to a TM6B Cox, D., Wessels, D., Soll, D.R., Hartwig, J., and Condeelis, J. (1996).
balancer stock, and w2/TM6B progeny that had lost the P element Re-expression of ABP-120 rescues cytoskeletal, motility, and
were obtained in the F2 generation. phagocytosis defects of ABP-120-Dictyostelium mutants. Mol. Biol.
Cell 5, 803±823.
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